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INTRODUCTION
Fifty-seven years after she left China for good and
eighteen

years after her death,

Pearl

( 1882-1973) was reconsidered by China.
symposium

was

dedicated

to

her

in

Sydenstricker Buck
In January 1991,
Zhengjiang,

a

Jiangsu
#

Province, an Eastern-China city where Buck lived in the 192O s
and 193O # s. Nominally initiated and sponsored by the local
municipality, the conference was actually held by established
scholars and professors of literary criticism and American
studies

from

#
China s

major

universities

and

academic

institutions. As is the case in China where the importance of
a conference is largely indicated by the rankings of its
participants, the leading roles of these scholars in their own
fields lent the Zhengjiang Symposium on Pearl Buck official
tints in signaling a new attitude toward this American writer
who had been denounced by the government and literary coterie
#
alike in China since the 193O s.

At the symposium, which was the first one to study Buck
in New China since 1949 and perhaps also unprecedented in
China since Buck became associated with the country, the long
standing and deep-rooted censure of the writer gave way to a
down-to-earth reappraisal of her fictional presentation of
Chinese culture to the rest of the world. With the keynote in
criticism reversed from hostility to hospitality, Buck turned
overnight from a "persona non grata" to a "friend" to the
Chinese people. This Buck-rediscovering ritual restored the
writer to a land where she had spent half of her life but was

relegated to limbo for decades.
Buck's

literary

exposition

of

a

foreign

culture

is

unique--it was not achieved through translation or criticism,
as is the usual way, but by literary creation. Yet while she
was overwhelmed by applause from around the world over�

Good Earth--her masterpiece of China fiction--she found
herself confronted with doubts,
from China,

invectives and even enmity

the setting and theme of her story.

Thus she

became one of the few writers this century has ever seen, who
were favorably received by the whole world but ruthlessly
castigated in one country--both responses evoked by the same
piece of work. Given China's consistent stand of rejection of
Buck in spite of her global popularity as Nobel Prize winner,
the comeback she made in China in the 1990's may mark itself
as a dramatically significant event in the twentieth-century
history of literature.
With a non-Chinese writer depicting China, the fundamental
guestion is the author's cultural qualifications for her task
and

the cultural accuracy and

pr·esented

China.

This

profundity with

thesis opens

by

which she

discussing

Buck, s

vulnerability in this respect. The first chapter will review
the polemics between Buck and her critics in the 1930's over
which social class in

Chinese society could better represent

China in literature.

Buck's viewpoint originated from her

bicultural background, which will be established in the second
chapter in demonstration of her qualifications for treating
2

Chinese subjects.
The dispute at issue is actually focused on the cultural
authenticity of

The Good Earth, a novel dedicated to China's

corrunon people rather than the aristocracy.
measured

by the

What is to be

yardstick of authenticity is

cultural perspective:

twofold

in

the socio-historical reality and the

cultural traditions on which the fiction was based. The third
and the fourth chapters discuss these aspects respectively to
convince readers that The Good Earth holds itself together in
cultural terms.
In the fifth chapter, The Good Earth will be evaluated
along with the other two volum es of the Earth Trilogy--SQna
and A House Divided--for their strengths and weaknesses. The
thesis concludes in an assessment of the current significance
of China's reconsideration of this writer.

3

Chapter I:
Pearl Buck in Controversy
Buck's fame is inseparable from China. Anders Osterling,
Permanent Secretary of the Swedish Academy and Chairman of the
Nobel Committee on Literature, wrote in explanation of the
decision of awarding the Prize to Buck:
The decisive factor in the Academy's Judgement
was, above all, the admirable biographies of
her parents, the missionary pair in China--two
volumes which seemed to deserve classic rank
and to possess the required prospects for
permanent interests. In addition, her novels
of Chinese peasant life have properly made a
place for themselves by virtue of the
authenticity,
wealth of detail and rare
insight with which they describe a region that
is little known and rarely accessible to
Western readers. But as literary works of art
the two biographies remain incomparable with
anything else in Pearl Buck's both earlier or
later production. (Doyle 80-81)
The two biographies--of her father and mother--can remain
"incomparable" because, in the first place, they are records
of the spiritual journeys of the Christian couple who spent
their entire lives in a remote Oriental land as a Christian
commitment. As for her novels of "Chinese peasant life,"�
Good Earth is doubtlessly a worthy honor for its author. No
other piece of literature from China on this subject so far
can outdo it in global popularity.
The Good Earth is an epic saga mirroring rural China
around the turn of this century. It is the story of Wang Lung,
who rises from a humbly-awed and poverty-stricken farmer to a
wealthy landlord-patriarch of a big family. The protagonist's

transformation in economic and social status made it possible
for Buck to condense Chinese peasant images representing a
whole hierarchy of rural society into one character. Buck's
story of human nature set against a certain socio-historical
background illustrated in Chinese cultural traditions has held
innumerable people from different cultures in its fascinating
grip.

According to a study that traces the history of the

book's reception, this novel has been translated into more
than thirty-six languages,

not including the many pirated

editions (Epilogue, The Good Earth). As Buck herself noted,
at least seven different translations were made into the
Chinese language alone (Buck, My Several Worlds 51). According
to Paul Doyle, The Good Earth succeeded in making Pearl S.
Buck's name a household name (42). In consideration of the
much less advanced communication and publishing industry in
the 1930's and 1940's when all these happened, the novel was
almost a miraculous achievement.
But the initial stir it created following its publication
is not all there is about the fate of the book--it is time
honored as well. In the United States, for example, The Good

Earth still remains a favorite for children and adults alike
over sixty years after its publication. It is also a reading
choice for college programs in English. Carl Van Doren pointed
out that in "the United States, which had a specially friendly
liking for China, The Good Earth for the first time made the
Chinese seem as familiar as neighbors. Pearl Buck had added to

5

American fiction one of its largest provinces"

(Van Doren

353). As Paul Doyle has noted, the novel particularly supports
the logic of E. M. Forster, s memorable remark, "The final test
of a novel will be our affection for it" (31). It appeals to
the hearts of the audience for its unique features that made
a classic of itself in American literature. The Good Earth is
more than literature. It is the image of an entire country.
Just as Helen Snow wrote in 1973 that "yet for 40 years, the
picture of China that was imprinted on the Western mind was
the one Mrs. Buck had drawn" (28), we might well say that this
picture of China still lingers in the Western mind today.
But in almost direct proportion to its popularity in the
West was the rejection of the novel by the authorities and
intelligentsia in China. The clamor against it in China never
failed to match the applause for it. The Good Earth portrays
the life of the Chinese peasants who constituted four-fifths
of the then 400-million population. This large part of the
populace,

unfortunately however,

Chinese men of letters,

was usually neglected by

who traditionally held themselves

above the masses and tried to represent China culturally by a
small part--or themselves--of the populace. As if a nerve of
culture were touched, they rose immediately and vehemently in
scathing attacks on The Good Earth and its author.
One main critic, Professor Kiang , reproached her in the
January 15, 1933 issue of The New York Times Book Review:
... Furthermore,

she

seems
6

to

enjoy

more

depicting certain peculiarities and even
defects than presenting ordinary figures, each
in its proper proportions. She capitalized
such points, intensifies them and sometimes
"dumps" too much of their kind on one person,
making that person almost impossible in real
life. In this respect Pearl Buck is more of a
caricature cartoonist than a portrait painter.
(2)
To Professor. Kiang, characters in The Good Earth are but
a cast of caricatures who are figures in deformed shapes,
because

they

are

"impossible

in

real

life,"

let

alone

unrepresentative of Chinese culture. His criticism continues:
I must admit that I never cared much to read
Western writers on Chinese subjects and still
less their novels about China. After repeated
inquiries about Pearl Buck�s works by many of
my American and Canadian friends, I picked up
The Good Earth and glanced over it in one
evening. Very often I felt uneasy at her
minute descriptions of certain peculiarities
and defects of some lowly bred Chinese
characters. They are, although not entirely
unreal, very uncommon, indeed, in the Chinese
1 ife I know . ( 2 )
Professor Kiang admitted that he read The Good Earth with
a biased attitude,

even one preoccupied with feelings of

dislike, to find out what it is all about. Since he regarded
Wang Lung and other figures in the novel as "lowly bred," he
must have thought himself as highly bred in the egocentric
consciousness traditionally possessed by the educated in Old
China (before 1949). When he observed these humble creatues
from above their heads, what he perceived was naturally not
people "in the Chinese life I know." Finally he claimed the
priority to representing the Chinese people by his coterie:
7

In her works she po�trays her own young life

in China as much under the influence of
Chinese ooolief;! and amahe, who are usually
from the poorest f�miliee of the lowest class
north of the Yangtse-Kiang Valley. There are,
of course, among them many honest and good
country folk, hard working and faithfully
serving as domestic helpers. Their idea of
life is inevitably strange and their common
knowledge is indeed very limited. They may
form the majority of the Chinese populace,
but they are certainly not representative of
the Chinese people. (15)
Kiang's premise for the arguement was that the lowly-bred
laborers are limited in common knowledge so they are unable to
represent the entire Chinese people, even if they account for
the majority of the entire populace. This absurd paradox of
Kiang was curtly dismissed by Buck in her rebuttal that the

The New York Times Book Review allowed her to publish in the
same issue. She wrote,
... But far more interesting to me than matters
relating to my books, which are, after all,
matters of individual opinion, and not of
great importance,
is the point of view
expressed in Professor Kiang's letter. It is a
point of view I know all too well, and which
always makes me sad. When he says "They"-
meaning the common people of China--"may form
the majority of the population in China, but
they cetrtainly are not representative of the
Chinese people," I cannot but ask, if the
majority in any country does not represent the
country, then who can? (2)
Contrary to Professor Kiang, Buck believed in the common
people for their valuable integrity rather than in their
government and the aristocratic intelligentsia that overrode
8

them. To Buck, the common people represent China not only for
their overwhelming numbers in the population, but for their
vitality in life which usually means adverse circumstances,
even calamities, to them:
But I know what Professor Kiang would have:
there are others like him. They want the
Chinese people represented by the little
handful of her intellectuals, and they want
the vast, rich, somber, joyous Chinese life
represented solely by history that is long
by a
past,
by paintings of the dead,
literature that is ancient and classic. They
are valuable and assuredly a part of Chinese
civilization, but they form only the official
buttons. For shall the people be counted as
nothing, the splended common people of China,
living their tremendous lusty life against the
odds of a calamitous nature, a war-torn
government, a small, indifferent artistocracy
of intellectuals? For truth's sake I can never
agree to it. ( 2)
Towards the end of her letter, Buck raised two points to
conclude her dispute with Professor Kiang:
The point that some of China's intellectuals
connot seem to grasp is that they ought to be
proud of their common people, that the common
people are China's strength and glory. The
time is past now for thinking the West can be
deceived into believing that China's people
look like ancestral portaits. Newspapers and
travellers tell all about China's bandits and
famines and civil wars. (16)
The first point comes in the form of a persuasion for some

F Qfes
w

intellectuals were p�ou-,

Kiang

Gf

mm n
-

�-

with

regard

to

their

p
·h

common people; they would understand the significance of The
9

Good Earth. The second point emphasizes the truth that reality
exists by itself regardless of human will.

In other words,

Professor Kiang's efforts were useless in giving a false face
to China,

since its sad reality was already known to the

outside world.
In refutation of Kiang' s censure, Buck defended her stand
that the common people who comprised the majority of the
Chinese populace were the true representatives of China. It
was her affection for the common people that drove her to
fictionalize them in her novels.

Who represents China was

doubtlessly the primary diffrence between Kiang and Buck,
which Kiang underscored in his argument against the general
significance of The Good Earth in terms of the Chinese life it
depicts. But what really enraged this scholar critic into open
attacks on Buck was more an untold emotional complex than the
challenge by the novel to his conviction of the appropriate
representative of China. As the Chinese saying goes, "Scholars
tend

to

disparage

each

other,"

which

means

that

many

intellectuals can hardly be happy about achievements of their
peers. Professor Kiang seemed to fall into this category, when
he confessed his

reluctance to see foreign writers writing

about China, because he considered China and Chinese subjects
as the exclusive domain of scholars like him. The shock The.
Good Earth sent throughout the West only within one year of
its publication must have also shocked Professor Kiang. To a
great degree, he and other "defenders of Chinese orthodoxy"
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tried to label the novel as a misrepresentation of China and
its culture only to give vent to their resentful jealousy over
a

non-Chinese

writer, s

success by

using the

"forbidden"

indigenous Chinese subject matters to fill up a blank left by
them--the self-claimed intellectual elite of China--in modern
Chinese literature.
In contrast to Professor Kiang, who stood for the denial
opinion, some other native Chinese scholars had an opposite
view on

The Good Earth. Doyle noted,

Once and for all, the validity of Pearl Buck's
image of China as seen in such novels as The
Good
Earth
should
be
maintained.
The
philosopher Lin Yutang and other native-born
Chinese have defended the novel, s accuracy,
and additional evidence is available to
support such testimony. (46)
For "additional evidence," Doyle particularly named R. P. Jean
Tong, who also affirms the authenticity of Buck's work in her
M.A.

thesis entitled "The China of Pearl Buck," written at

University of Montreal in 1953 (Doyle 158).
Unfortunately,
academia

also

made

Government of China.

what
her

left

Buck

a sore point

unacceptable
to

the

to

the

Nationalist

Besides the dispute over the proper

representative of Chinese culture, Buck also antagonized both
the government and academia by taking a naturalistic approach
to expressing what she had seen in China, either through
fiction or talks. Such candor unavoidably exposed too much of
the truth,

or the dark side of

the Chinese society and

culture. The government was not ready to tolerate even some
11

mild criticism. She recorded her experiences with some Chinese
friends who were loyal to the Nationalist Government:
...Therefore when asked [by these friends]
about China, I said that I did not see peace
there for many years to come--yes, perhaps not
real peace for as long as fifty years--and
what China needed above all just now was a
strong central government, able by its acts of
concern to win and hold the loyalty of the
people, ... The result was that Chinese
nationalist officials in Sweden were offended,
and withdrew their presence from the occasion
of my award in Stockholm. I was sorry for
that, but it was perhaps inevitable. (Worlds
341)
This seemingly fortuitous incident was by no means accidental.
Chinese diplomats boycotted the ceremony of Buck's Nobel award
to show their Nationalist Government's displeasure with this
American "China writer" who had failed to present China as the
govermnment wished. As a matter of fact, it is not a rare
occurrence that writers tell lies for glossing over the evils
in society. But Buck was honest to herself.
In 1949, eleven years after the writer's Nobel honor,
tremendous social and political changes took place in China.
As a result,

the People, s Republic of China was founded.

Buck's reputation did not change an inch, however, despite the
fact

that

a

completely

different

system

of

sociopolitic

ideology took over. More pungently than ever, her picture of
rural

China

was

condemned

as

a

calumny

to

the

Chinese

peasantry and her story about the Wang's family was viewed as
an advocacy for Confucianism, a tradition that was thoroughly
12

denied after 1949 (for a detailed discussion see Chapter IV).
In the tone of the 1950's confrontation between China and the
United States, the official hostility to her escalated to a
policy.

The name of Pearl Buck and her novels disappeared

completely from China.
This policy stayed firmly in place even when the frozen
relations

between

rapprochement

the

two

countries

loomed following

began

to

thaw

and

President Nixon - s historic

visit to China. In 1972, the 80-year-old writer applied to the
Chinese embassy in Ottawa for an entry visa to revisit her
"other country" but was refused. She died one year afterward
at

her

Vermont

home,

thirty-nine

years

after

she

took

permanent residence in America, without seeing China again.
The basic issue--the cultural authenticity--of the debate
over The Good Earth indicates that the literary value of
Buck's China fiction lies in its cultural message. In spite of
a few exaggerated or inaccurate episodes developed due to the
author's bias for fictional purposes (discussed in detail in
Chapter V), The Good Earth is a true picture of rural China in
the early twentieth century in both historical and cultural
senses. The novel should be accepted not only for its literary
validity,

but

more

significantly

for

its

graphic

interpretation of Chinese culture. This study of the House of
Earth

Trilogy

starts

with

an

qualifications for a China-watcher.

13

examination

of

Buck's

Chapter II:
Pearl Buck--A Bicultural Product
Coincidentally, Buck divided her life chronologically
just the way she did her life spiritually--half in China and
half in America. Taken as a baby by her Christian parents to
China, she spent the former half of her life from 1892 through
1934

in

China,

with

interruptions

only

for

a

four-year

undergraduate education at Randolph-Macon Woman J College in
Lynchburg, Virginia, and graduate studies to take an M. A.
degree in English from Cornell University. Under her American
parents, young Buck grew up biculturally in China. She came in
contact with

Chinese culture in the most natural way just as

a native Chinese would--by learning to speak Chinese as the
first

language.

She

reminisced,

"Chinese

was

my

first

language" (Buck, Worlds 98), because "I lived with the Chinese
people and spoke their tongue before I spoke my own, and their
children were my first friends" (19).
J

But the young American girl s knowledge of traditional
Chinese culture was acquired by strict training in the manner
of private tutorial, which was the standard methodology of
education

before

Western-style

schools

became

popular

in

China. The adult Buck wrote of her Chinese tutor and what she
had learned under him as a ten-year-old girl:
...and I am listening to the grave voice of
the old Chinese gentleman who is my Chinese
tutor. He is a Confucian, which seems not to
have troubled at all my Christian parents,
although he instilled into me Confusian ethics
while he taught me Chinese reading and

writing, and I listened and learned and called
him Teacher Kung. He prided himself on the
surname Kung, which was also the surname of
Confucius ... ( 47)
Buck's education in Chinese classics alone indicates that she
had been exposed to issues in the depth of Chinese culture
since childhood,

a process in which her overview on China

gradually took shape. Another source of Chinese traditional
culture for Buck

was the classic novels that she read,

although she was discouraged from reading them by her Chinese
tutor Mr. Kung, who taught her the Chinese classical tradition
that despises fiction.

She also translated Shuihu Chuan, a

novel by a Northern-Sung Dynasty (1101-1125) writer Shih Nai
an, into English under the title

All Hen Are Brothers. This

is a classical novel very popular in China, which celebrates
the virtues of righteousness, loyalty and justice. According
to Paul S.
versions,

Ropp,
has

Buck's translation,

along with two other

always been in circulation to date in the

English-speaking world (319). Yet the classics only represent
China, s past. More importantly, Buck witnessed and experienced
China's reality--a chaotic society, a corrupt government and
a diligent people--over thirty years of residence in China.
The five-year stay in Northern Anhui Province, which was to
become the setting for The Good Earth, particularly landed her
among grassroots peasants. Buck and her husband were the first
Caucasians most of the inhabitants in this area had ever seen.
Her perfect mastery·of Chinese played the key role in bridging
15

the

gap

between her

and

the

local people:

"She

enjoyed

visiting these people, engaging them in long conversations,
and learning about their lives" (Doyle 20).
It is true, as Professor Kiang put it, that Buck's young
life was "much under the influence of Chinese Coolies and
Amahs"

( Kiang

reflected
background,

a

2).

But

that

superficial
which

was

oversimplied

judgement
rooted

in

of
her

assertion
Buck, s

only

Chinese

philosophical

understanding of the country and sentimental responses to its
people. Such a unique background put her in a peerless status
as a China-hand in her times. Even in the present era one
century after Buck's birth, her qualifications for treating
Chinese subjects--a command of Chinese with native fluency,
systematic understanding of the Chinese classics, and personal
experience of living among the average Chinese over decades-
are obviously beyond the reach of many Western sinologists.
One can say with safety that Pear 1 Buck is the herald of
Western China watchers in this century who seek explanations
for China's social and political events from the lower strata
of society--the grassroots people.
Important as it is,

Buck, s Chinese background is not

solely responsible for her intercultural pursuit. The American
background which she received from her mother culture also
contributed to her interests in and dedication to China.
Although Going to college and graduate school in the United
States doubtlessly trained Buck in American culture in an
16

academic

way,

her parents were

cultural identity.

her

first

guides

to

her

They combined her American and Chinese

backgrounds into an aspiration lasting throughout her career
observing and writing about China.
Buck learned to speak English only from her parents at
home in a non-English speaking environment. As part of the
family education,
American

she began reading classical English and

writers prior

to her

college,

not

extensively,

though, due to the difficulty in getting hold of such books in
China. Among them were Shakespeare, Dickens, Thackeray, George
Eliot, Walter Scott and Mark Twain. But the direct influence
her parents exerted on her was their personalities and their
affection for China. Buck acknowledged,
Now that I have come to know for myself the
country [China) she [Buck's mother] loved so
well, I see that indeed she was the very
flower of it. Young in spirit to the end,
indomitable, swift in generosity, eager after
the fine things of life and yet able to live
ardently if necessay in poverty, idealistic
with true idealism that is never satisfied
with
mere idealism not translated into
actuality--she was the very breath of America
made flesh and spitit. (Buck, The Exile 314)

Buck incorporated her childhood impressions of her parents
into her biographical portraits of them--Fighting Angel for
her father Absalom (under the name of Andrew) and The Exile
for her

mother Caroline (under the name of Carie). The two

books accounted in part for her Nobel prize award.

As the

biographies recount, Absalom and Caroline joined each other in
17

wedlock because

of their common wishes to

missionary trip to China.

set out on a

Absalom entered a Presbyterian

seminary to become a missionary but his desire was opposed by
his father. His mother concurred, providing he could find a
wife to go to China with him. His meeting with Caroline who
accepted his proposal gave him the opportunity to achieve his
goal. The first words Caroline ever spoke to Absalom were "Is
it true you want to be a missionary to China?" He answered,
"Yes, I feel it my duty." She agreed, "Oh, I have wanted to go
for years!"

(Buck, The Exile 87). The young couple captured

each other in love:
For the first time he looked at her with
interest. His blue eyes, vague, a little
chill, met her dark glowing ones (87).
An intensive course in Chinese they took on arrival in
China marked the commencement of their transplant to this
mysterious Oriental land. Yet the new couple J s puritanical
crusade meant great personal sacrifices. Four of their seven
children died young; these deaths could have been averted had
they lived in America with adequate medical care. For Absalom,
everything else--even the welfare of his wife and children-
was ruthlessly sacr lficed to his missionary zeal. His needs to
do mobile preaching left him little time to stay with his
family. A miserable scene was sketched to show the helpless
mother with her dying child:
Carie [Caroline] had him in her arms. He was
dying in a convulsion. A moment afterwards
18

Carie heard her voice floating upward from the
street, "Child, come home--come home--" ...
The next day she sent out a runner to find
wherever he might be, for
Andrew
Absalom
there was no other post service in those days.
(Buck, The Exile 164,65)
As a matter of fact, Buck lost four of her six siblings in
China. Buck survived to experience the the afflictions of the
family.

Her

family

tragedies prepared

her to

notice

the

hardships of life in China. With this emotional consciousness,
she described famine and war, and a number of insulted and
injured souls such as 0-lan and others in The Good Earth with
both historical and human depths.

These features will be

viewed in the following chapters.
An episode of her.father's efforts to translate the Bible
into Chinese particularly honors his attainments in several
languages

and

shows

admiration

Buck's

for

his

dutiful

commitment:
Andrew [Absalom] decided that the Chinese
translation of the Bible was balderdash. There
were all sorts of absurdities in it because,
he said, the traslator had not sufficiently
understood Chinese idioms. ...Andrew decided,
therefore, that as soon as he had time he
would make a new translation straight from the
Hebrew and Greek into Chinese. It was about
this time that the missionaries themselves
became convinced that they should have a new
translation and chose a committee to make it,
and Andrew's scholarly proficiency in the
language being one thing at least which they
appreciated, he was asked to be a member of
the committee. (Buck, Angel 51)
Such dutiful commitment to China doubtlessly set Buck an
19

example in her writing of The Good Earth and other China
novels during the social unrest in Nanjing in the early
1930's. The two biographies are characteristic of the fine and
smooth style of the writer. They impressed the Nobel Committee
with their penetrating insight communicated through simple
discourse.

The

daughter's

affection and

respect

for

her

parents are faithfully expressed by recalling the sentimental
delicacy

of

her

young

mind.

It

is

evident

that

these

biographies, rich both in thoughts and events, can also be
read

as

Buck's

autobiographical

acccounts

of

her

own

childhood, because she grew up in the environment sharing the
joys and sorrows of her parent· s China experiences.

Henry

Seidel Canby commented on the merits of the two biographies,
"Her biographies of her parents are unquestionably the best
studies ever done of the unique personal traits developed by
the missionary fervor of the nineteenth century ... " ( Doyle
173).
Buck,
Instead,

however, did not inherit such missionary fervor.

she

"stressed the importance of humanitarian but

creedless faith" as she expressed in an article ( Doyle 49). In
this faith she carried on her parents· spiritual affiliation
to China with more intellectual sense in exploring
deeper

structures

of

Chinese

culture

from

ecomomic

some
and

historical perspectives. The finds she made resulted in her
China fiction.
The discussion of Buck's bicutural backgrounds leads to
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the

conclusion that she was capable of observing Chinese

culture from both outside and inside. More important for a
fiction writer, she not only possessed an intellectual mind to
study but also an emotional one to express. A joined power of
knowledge and inspiration placed her on a solid ground to
present China through fiction.
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Chapter III:
Fiction and Socio-historic Reality
It was for its historical authenticity in the first place
that The Good Earth earned a foothold in history. The novel
covers the years around the turn of this century when China
was caught up in a surge of the Boxer Rebellion initiated by
a

secret

society

that

grew

by

attacking

on

foreign

importations and Chiristian missions in a xenophobic agitation
in many parts of the country. In 1900, at the instigation of
the foolishly inept Qing ruler Empress Dowager Ci Xi to serve
her own purposes, the Boxers assaulted the Legation Quarter in
Beijing.

The

Boxer

expedition

of

diplomatic

staff

Rebellion

soldiers
in

drawn

China.

triggered
from

This

those

a

retaliatory

countries

international

with

squadron

disembarked sixty miles east of Beijing and finally captured
it,

the capital of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). With the

royal family and the ministers on the run,

the fall and

looting of Beijing underscored the bankruptcy of the Qing
Dynasty, which was shortly afterwards overthrown by a national
revolution led by Dr.

Sun Yat-sen in 1911. Unfortunately,

however, the Republic of China that ended the Qing Dynasty did
not end China's miserable fate. Even worse, a more chaotic
situation ensued as noted by John K. Fairbank:
But, as the late Ch'ing [Qing 1644-1911] lost
vigor after the 1890 - s, armed men locally
controlled reflected the decline of central
power. Village magnates and local bullies of

the lower gentry began to use their own armed
forces and so local militarization found a new
lease on life. Warlordism after 1916 was the
manifestiation
ultimate
of
this
trend.
(Fairbank 161)
At a time of a weakened central reigning,

local warlords

virtually ruled China by force, each in his own independent
kingdom. Political chaos accompanied by incessant wars ravaged
the

country

and

left

the economy in

devastation. For

a

population of four hundred million that depended on farming
for sustenance by tilling the land.with muscles and sweat, the
only things in prospect were floods, famine, bandit-looting
and usury by landowners.
It

was

in

such

social

unrest

that

Buck

spent

her

childhood in China. Buck wrote in reminiscence of that period:
The failure of the early revolution was not
evident at first, of course. Sun Yat-sen
continued to struggle for political unity
although the country was drifting toward the
old trend of war lords, helped this time by
the rising tide of militarism in the West .
... I lived under war lords for many years in
that period, and peacefully enough, although
we had always to watch the mood and the temper
of our local war lord. He was usually
uneducated and he was given as much to
pleasure as to war. (Buck, Worlds 123)
She witnessed the destitution in which the peasant masses
floundered to keep their heads barely above water. Their
condition of being deprived of human rights and dignity evoked
deep indignation and compassion from the young heart of Buck:
For in all my years in China, I never ceased
to feel intolerable pain and anger when I
looked into the thin and intellegent face of
some Chinese peasant twisted into sheer agony
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because on his back he bore a burden too much
even for a beast ... (255)
In Buck's memory since childhood, peasants were at the lowest
rung

of

the

social

ladder,

victims

to

all

the

natural

disasters and human cruelties. Her sense of rationality urged
her to utter a cry through

The Good Earth on their behalf.

Gloomy in the overall tone, the novel is the epitome of the
national tragedy of the early-twentieth-century China.

The

Wangs are only one of the hundreds of thousands of families
who flee their home villages stricken by famime.
The author painstakingly established details about the
hardships and frustration of the Wangs on their journey among
their like, not knowing where to go--anyWhere but their home
lands. On foot, by handwheels and train the hordes of refugees
end up begging in a Southern city (modeled after Nanjing).
Working as a coolie, Wang Lung could hardly keep his family
members, who huddle up in a hut from starvation. Yet getting
basic means for survival is not the only thing the refugees
have to worry about--they soon afterwards find themselves
caught in a military occupation after the capture of the city
by troops. Not only hunger and cold, but bullets also now can
take their lives at any moment. These episodes highlight the
twin evils--famine and war--that often befell hand-in-hand the
Chinese people in history, and according to John K. Fairbank
in

The Great

Chinese

Revolution 1800-1985,

aggravated in

recent centuries in part as a result of the uncontrolled
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growth of population:
Not only local order but also personal
morality declined as people proliferated.
Natural calamities of flood, drought, famine
and pestilence became more severe because
greater numbers were affected. People lost
confidence in the future as well as in the
work ethic. Virtue brought uncertain rewards.
Those who lived by their wits survived better.
Sycophancy, cheating, prostitution of boys and
womenfolk, smuggling, violence, all had their
uses in the struggle. (Fairbank 67)
Banditry was another violent specter that preyed on the vast
rural regions. Bandit looting as part of rural life was in a
matter-of-fact way woven into the story by putting the Wangs
under constant threats from bandit harrassment.
Setting The Good Earth in that chaotic period riddled
with disasters natural and man-made, Buck focused her creative
endeavor on a search into the psyche of her peasant characters
to find out historical generality through individuality. In a
literary novel, the historical background provides a specific
environment for characterization. In the social turbulence in
modern Chinese history as pictured in The Good Earth, for
example,

Wang Lung acquires the quality of extraordinary

vitality by striving to tide over one crisis after another
throughout his life, from taking his family to escape a famine
to avoiding assaults by local bandits. In its general sense,
such

a

quality

was

the

major

force

behind

the

Chinese

peasantry in its multiplying from generation to generation in
spite of adverse circumstances.
The writer not only kept an acute eye on the general
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situation in China, but a meticulous one on the life of its
people.

She explained what she drew on as a source of her

creative production:
I took deep interest, for example, in the
farming
problems of our neighbors,
the
difficulties of raising crops on five acres or
so of land, and yet learned the miracle of how
it was done, by hand actually, so that every
rice plant was thrust into the paddy field by
hand, and not by hired hand at that, but by
farmers and their wives and daughters and sons
and sons· wives and their children. I watched
the turn of seasons and was anxious with the
farmers when there was no rain and yearned
with them in their prayer processions and was
grateful when sometimes the rain did fall. All
knowledge was useful to me later when I began
to write. (Buck, Worlds 62)
The pivotal factor--land--in rural life therefore became the
fundamental theme of The Good Earth. Traditionally, China has
been

an

agrarian

country

with

farming

activities

dating

several thousand years back. Farming by hand was not only a
means of production, but a way of life. On land hinged the
entire national economy; on land the peasants lived and died
for many generations. The peasants· total and sole dependence
on

land

was

their

destined

choice

without

alternative.

Therefore, the desire to own land for the sustenance of life
and the prospect of development became their inextricable
obsession.

This

was more true of a

time of unrest when

possession of land property was sought after against social
instability, because in the concept of peasants, "no one can
rob you of land" (Buck, Earth 260), as Wang Lung believes.
Buck manifested the peasant· s "flesh-and-blood" ( 37) ties
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to earth through Wang Lung, the protagonist. He is a born
farmer.

Land dictates his vississitudes of life while he

strives for ownership of land. Desperately taking the family
to

flee

a

famine,

he

abandons

everything but

the

land,

believing to return some day to restore it. He shrieks at the
land brokers who are talking him into selling his land for
next to nothing:
... I shall never sell the land. Bit by bit I
will dig up the fields and feed the earth
itself to the children and when they die I
will bury them in the land, and I and my wife
and my old father, even he, we will die on the
land that has given us birth!" (61)
In an indication of peasant's sense of safety and attempt to
develop, again the land is the subject. About the jewelry his
wife finds and collects unexpectedly in a mob looting, Wang
Lung says, "Now treasure like this one cannot keep. It must be
sold and put into land, for nothing else is safe" ( 105) .
Peasants' dependence on earth goes beyond their lifetime
--land is also their resting place after death. In the old
tradition,

a

cemetery

for a clan with the names of the

ancestors inscribed on tombstones was as much a monument to
the genealogical glory as stately mansions occupied by the
living descendents. Wang Lung is no exception in chiselling a
permanent home off his land for himself and his posterity:
Now Wang Lung had chosen a good place in his
fields under a date tree upon a hill to set
the graves, and Ching had the graves dug and
ready and a wall of earth made about the
graves, and there was space within the walls
for the body of Wang Lung and for each of his
sons and their wives, and there was space for
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sons' sons, also. This land Wang Lung did not
begrudge, even though it was high land and
good for wheat, because it was a sign of the
establishment of his family upon their own
land. Dead and alive, they would rest upon
their own land. (194)

Land is also the hub of the conflicts between the two
generations, which surface in dramatization towards the end of
the novel. Wang Lung, now senile in old age, is still as much
obssessed with land as ever.
about

Overhearing his sons talking

selling the family's land property for cash to do

commercial business, the

old man cries out, trembling with

anger:
"Now, evil, idle sons--sell the land!" He
choked and would have fallen, and they caught
him and held him up, and he began to weep.
"It is the end of a family--when they
begin to sell the land," he said brokenly.
"Out of the land we came and into it we must
go--and if you will hold your land you can
live--no one can rob you of land--" (260)
Wang Lung's revilement, however, fails to stop his sons from
having their way: "But over the old man's head they looked at
each other and smiled" (260). The shift of concept in social
values reflected a slow evolution of the Chinese society as
market-oriented economy emerged early this century. As pointed
out by John K. Fairbank and Kwang-Ching Liu:
There was little of the Chinese economy prior
to the twentieth century that was not included
within the agricultural sector or quite
intimately connected with it. (1)
They

further indicated

that commercial trade was
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in the

ascendant in rural China in the early years of this century,
a time in the novel when Wang Lung's sons are taking over the
family's property after their father dies:
The economy of late-Ch'ing [Qing 1644-1911]
China was, at its given level of technology,
characterized by a high degree of commercial
and
development.
Goods
traders
moved
extensively throughout the country and, to a
limited extent, the domestic economy had
developed links with the world market. At the
most basic level, the peasants of every rural
area bought and sold regularly at the periodic
markets of the standard market towns which
served their groups of villages. (40)
Although making a fortune remains invariably their ultimate
dream

in

life,

the

sons have found

one

more

business--than owning land to achieve the target.

way--doing

The Good

Earth ends in the smiles of the younger Wangs in expression of
their contempt for the convention of valuing land highly.
Their complacency is also a harbinger of their own pursuit of
value in life, which is to be unfolded in the second volume-
.5.Qn.s.--of the House of Earth Trilogy.
Buck typified the emotional devotion to land in a Chinese
setting and its cultural context through Wang Lung.
aspect

of

Wang

Lung's

characterization

thematic idea of the novel,

constitutes

This
the

and is a main source of the

story's enchanting power. Peasant's life-and-death love for
land is not unique to Chinese culture. This human intricacy is
made a common theme in literature of many nationalities. In

The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck, for example, Grandpa is
comparable to Wang Lung in terms of their attachments to land.
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The indigenous Oklahoma farmer prefers to stay behind when the
family loses its land and decides to move to California in
hopes of making a living, because he loves his homeland and
wants to die there.
From a socioeconomic point of view, the theme of the
novel

has

expounded

the

reality

that

land

transfer

in

ownership determined the interchange between affluence and
poverty in rural China. As a foil to the Wangs, the novel
depicts the Huangs as a wealthy family when the Wangs are
struggling to survive. Also Wang Lung marries 0-lan when she
is a

girl slave in the Huang's Mansion.

The Wang family

prospers buying land; the Huang family declines selling it.
The two families eventually replace each other in social
status--so ruthlessly in a literal manner with the Wangs
ending up
Huangs.

in

the huge mansion formerly belonging to the

The thematic treatment of land not only projects a

general propensity of the peasantry but also manifests the
economic relationships among people in an agrarian society. As
a historical saga, The Good Earth is in the first place based
on the socio-historical reality of China.

In addition, the

following chapters will demonstrate that on the literary side,
it deals with human nature shared by all. But The Good Earth
takes much more than these to explore and describe China with
"rare insight" (Doyle 81). We shall find it to be a mirror of
cultural traditions preserved in rural China.
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Chapter IV:
Fiction and Cultural Traditions
In the literary depth of The Good E.ar..th lle the cultural
traditions behind a setting of rural China.

Buck put her

in the overall frame

culture that

characters

of Chinese

defines their characterizations with a view to their mutual
relationships. This cultural characterization, or portrayal,
of figures in the novel is the author's primary technique in
artistic creation.

Chinese culture interpreted in graphic

story rather than in theory proved to be an easy approach to
reaching

peoples

popularity of

the

from
book,

other

cultures.

Given

the

global

any misrepresentation of Chinese

culture or impropriety in the way of its presentation would
affect a great number of people in their understanding of
China. This basic issue of cultural accuracy which left the
novel's author most vulnerable to her Chinese critics in the
1930's would retain as much interest and significance in the
1990's Buck re-examination.
Wang Lung, the protagonist, stands for the primary aspect
of

the

cultural

message

the

novel

disseminates--the

traditional Chinese family system. From a penniless farmer to
a wealthy patriarch of a big family, he has practiced in its
best sense the old Chinese creed--form a family and establish
an enterprize for oneself--in leading a worthy life. To mark
the climax of a rural career, the spacious mansion, immense
land property and other treasures at his disposal have claimed

him a prominent local status that is matched by his supreme
patriarchal authority over his wife, sons, grandchildren, girl
slaves, and concubines.
Wang Lung > s position in the family is a key to analyzing
the ethical codes in convention that held several generations
together under the same roof in Old China. Before marriage, he
performs his duties as son by waiting on his father hand-and
foot in everyday life. Confucius is particularly associated
with the concept of filial piety. The Analects contains the
statement that the basis of human goodness is filial piety and
brotherly deference

( Confucius 195-201).

His filial piety

>
remains consistent even beyond his father s life when he sees

to it that the dead goes through a grand funeral

ceremony to

the final place--a stone tomb elaborately built in advance.
Wealth of detail is provided about the funeral ceremonies in
>
honor of Wang Lung s father and wife. As traditional as they

could be, the rituals are conducted by chanting geomancers who
are priests from the Taoist and Buddhist temples,

complete

with long processions of mourners to demonstrate the prestige
and dignity of the dead. The period for reserving the body in
the temple as well as the date for interment are strictly
dictated by the geomancers

after their horoscopic surveys of

the heaven and earth (Buck, The Good Earth 193-94).
This one of the many pictures of folklore Buck adopted to
illustrate her fiction is also a piece of evidence of the
cultural authenticity of The Good Earth, because, according to
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an

article

"Ground Burial

Chinese-language

Sioi

Tao

Abusing

Farming

Land"

Daily,

despite

the

in

the

official

discouragement of flamboyant rituals for ground burial and
advocacy for cremation instead,

The Good Earth version of

funeral ceremony is conducted even today in some areas of
rural China (Yusheng Zheng 7).
J

Wang Lung s authoritative status over 0-lan represents an
J
important part of male privilege in China s sexist tradition-

a husband J s power. He takes her to his house as "my woman."
Wife is never on equal terms with husband. He makes decisions
about everything in the house, disregarding what she thinks or
likes. What he expects of 0-lan is nothing more than a docile
sex object and a son-bearing machine. (Things would be much
worse for a "daughter-bearing machine.") Yet Wang Lung does
not appear simple in character. In a sign of his remorseful
feelings towards 0-lan, belated but sincere, he outbursts in
confession at her deathbed, "This I cannot bear. I would sell
all my land if it could heal you" (Buck, Earth 185). These few
words

of

Wang

Lung actually add a

new dimension to his

personality, showing a touch of human tenderness.
This

quality

of

Wang

Lung

also

complies

with

Confucian

requirements of humanity.
J
Wang Lung s patriarchal power is also exercised over his

sons. As sons are his private assets, he chooses different
careers for them according his own needs; their marriages are
also

arranged

to

the

same

effect.
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On

the

other

hand,

obedience,
supposed

at least in the appearance,
to

react

with,

and

so

they

is what sons are
do.

Suffering

from

illiteracy himself, he pays for the best education available
in those days for his sons--through private tutorial. He never
saves the rod to spoil the young, for beatings relieve his
rage and teach the sons an unforgettable lesson.
All

in

all,

the

father

wants

his

sons

to

"become

dragons, " a Chinese saying which means having a prominent
career. A blend of fatherly authority and great expectations
highlights what traditions hold for
regard to their children.

Chinese parents with

Buck described a satisfied Wang

Lung as a father:
... He was proud because he had three sons and
one was a scholar and one a merchant and one a
farmer. He was content, then, and he gave over
thinking any more about his children (181).
He is content because he sees in his sons the hope to carry on
the family name in genealogical glory and to pass on and
multiply the land property from generation to generation. His
expectations reflect the traditional ideas of success for a
family in Old China.
Into the characterization of Wang Lung Buck channeled
many a belief and value in the Confucian tradition that works
to shape the ethical structure of family. Although weakened or
dropped in part during the social revolutions which China has
undergone over the twentieth century, the entirety of this
J

tradition had strong influence on social life in Wang Lung s
days. Buck had actually studied such tradition and seen its
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existence.

Wang

Lung

is a

dutiful son to his father, a

defender

of

old

traditions--a

patriarchal master to his wife

and sons.
Buck as a woman writer never failed to show her feminist
awareness in

exploring what Chinese inherited

from their

ancestors. Opposite to Wang Lung's dominant patriarchy is his
wife's and concubines· miserable servility. Male chauvinism
overbears any male-centered society, with more rigidity in
China where traditions and customs had been little influenced
by external cultures. The Good Earth is, in a way, a faminist
call for equal treatment and rights not only because of its
female author and female characters, but also for the strength
of its authenticity in dramatizing the miserable fate of the
vast majority of women in Old China. Sydney Kaplan's feminist
approach emphasizes both the characters and author:
Studies of the images of women in the works of
female authors might also concentrate on the
ways in which such images reveal women's
oppressions,
or on how an author's own
absorption of patriarchal values might cause
her to create female characters who fulfill
society stereotypes of women. (38)
The feminist signifi cance of The Good Earth is exactly based
on these levels--the

women· s oppression and the author· s

absorption of patriarchal values of Old China.
0-lan in the novel is a perfect image of "virtuous wife
and finemother," a paragon of the femininity adored in her
days.

It costs her, however, the basic human rights to her

life to fulfil the role which is imposed on her by society.
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She is married to Wang Lung by her master, who owns her as a
girl slave. Her marriage simply means a change of owner to
her, now under the name of husband. Once under the roof of the
Wang's house, 0-lan takes over Wang Lung's duty of looking
after his father, bears children, and toils under the burden
of farming and household chores.

She keeps running ar·ound

harvesting wheat until she collapses in the fields and has to
be taken home only to deliver herself at the birth of her
first child. Her heavy workload is never eased as a result of
the ownership of girl slaves by the Wangs--as the family can
afford them now.
To such a basic image of pla:n country woman, Buck has
added some touches of female patience and sensibility to make
it a round one. For example, when the family is marooned in
destitution in a big city where they take refuge from famine
which is ravaging their home village, out of desperation Wang
Lung wants to go back home--probably only to meet death. It is
0-lan who persuades him to stay on Ln perseverance in hopes of
some change, "Yet a little while we shall see a thing. There
is talk everywhere now" (94). It proves that 0-lan's idea has
saved the whole family. During the nass riots that happen soon
afterwards when army troops take over the city, she takes in
possession by chance a handful of jewelry.

When Wang Lung

demands for the treasure, she complied obediently, with only
a modest request for· herself:
"I wish I could keep two for myself," she
said with such helpless wistfulness as of one
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expecting nothing, that he [Wang Lung] was
moved as he might be by one of his children
for a toy or for a sweet (105).
The deep-rooted Confucian doctrine that men are superior to
women gave rise to another sexist malpractice--concubinage, or
in fact polygamy--in Old China. As the Chinese saying has it,
"Wealthiness is the door to voluptuousness." Wang Lung, the
nouveau riche, does not bar himself from this male privilege
that had prevailed for hundreds of years amid the upper- and
middle-class men who were caught in middle-age crisis. For
many of them, the number of women kept under their roof was
simply taken as a measure for the richness of the owner.
Women, on the other hand, were degraded to human commodities
attached to men, without human rights to speak of.
Women's status in Chinese society always constituted one
of the major concerns in Buck's canon. In another novel--Tfil:.
Mother--which was published in 1934, Buck again raised the
subject of women's rights on equal terms with men through the
female protagonist who is deserted by her husband but cares
for her blind daughter with her motherly ebullience of love.
It is evident that Buck in her novels honored the moral
integrity of Chinese women by denouncing the social factors
that were responsible for their wretched destinies.
It is under the social discrimination against women that
0-lan's meekness to her husband and commitment to the family
have combined to oblige her to suffer not only physically but
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spiritually the fate of a slave, which deprives her of her
dignity of wife when Wang Lung takes a concubine--Lotus--into
the house. This blow is so heavy that "0-lan burst into tears
and wept aloud,

as he [Wang Lung] had never seen her weep

before, even when they starved, or at any time" ( 140). Through
the observation of 0-lan's husband, Buck tells us in simple
but unmistakable language that 0-lan's nervous breakdown is
brought

about

by

something

more

devastating

than

those

hardships she has overcome.
For all her dedication and hardworking, this kind-hearted
woman of strong character is rewarded with cruelty. In tears
she implores Wang Lung, "I have borne you sons--I have borne
you

sons--

( 140).

But the man

never

changes

his

idea.

Hopelessly, the only thing she could do is accept the reality
in silent protest--by refusing to speak to the second wife
until her own last breath. Such intense contrast between an
integral personality and a wretched destiny can create an
appealing effect of tragedy, which will move the audience into
condemnation of abuse of women in Old China.
In a bid to emphasize Wang Lung's male chauvinism that
mars the natural inclination of a girl, Buck demonstrated his
ties through concubinge to one of the young girl slaves.
"Pretty and pale as a pear blossom" (243) after which she was
named, Pear Blossom happens to be Wang Lung's youngest son's
sweetheart. Knowing this, Wang Lung is smitten with a strange
jealousy.

The conflict between the two generations over a
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woman

comes

to

a

dramatic

end

with

the

young

angrily

abandoning home for an ambitious military career and the
female

object

falling

into

the

hands

of

the

old,

but

"willingly" as her choice:
[Wang Lung:] "Child--I am an old man--a very
old man--"
[Pear Blossom:] "I like old men--I like old
men--they are so kind--"
[Wang Lung: J "A little maid like you should
have a tall straight youth--a little maid like
you!"
[Pear Blossom: J "Young men are not kind--they
are only fierce" ( 248).
According to the story, Pear Blossom is not lying. She really
means what she says because she has found that old men are
less oppressing than the young. Without personal freedom, this
girl slave is not choosing a husband but a not-so-"fierce"
owner. Under the oppr·ession of male chauvinism, haman nature
has been crushed out of shape.
Filial

piety,

husband's

superiority

over

wife,

and

concubinage were all ethical and customary reflections of
Confucianism in the mutual relationships among members of a
family in Old China. These traditiional customs--a mix of good
and bad elements--were inherited, practiced and defended over
several thousand years as part of China· s cultural legacy. For
example, while filial piety shows tender human nature, male
chauvinism reveals cruel human nature. By parading Wang Lung,
his sons,

wife and concubines through a scenario in such

heritage, Buck exhibited to the rest of the world a slice of
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cultural

China.

In this sense The Good Earth is

beyond

literary production--it is a witness to history and culture.
One

point

in

the

discussion

of

Buck's

literary

interpretation of Confucianism is noteworthy. She typified the
rigid father-son relations and the inhumane male master-female
slave relations that existed in the Chinese society partly as
a result of Confucian

influence. Of course Confucianism is

extensive and profound in itself, pioneering in many fields in
human history of ideology

and cognition. It is an eternal

constituent

of

of

the

core

Chinese

culture.

But

what

Confucianism holds as a system of ethical codes is not all
healthy for a society that respects the freedom and equality
of individuals. Buck's American cultural background left her
particularly sensitive to the effect of human bondage caused
by Confucianism,

which she pushed to the degree of anti

humanity, especially in the case of Wang Lung's erotic ties to
Pear Blossom. With the evidence that she exposed, rather than
concealed, the abuses of human rights in depicting a Confucian
model of rural China, we can tell that the theme Buck meant to
voice was not in the least an advocacy for Confucianism but,
on the contrary, a stern disapproval of its undesirable social
effects.
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Chapter V:
The House of Earth Trilogy and Beyond
In the wide-spread favorable reception that The Good
Earth met, Buck set herself the task to write Sml.6 and A House
Divided as sequels to extend the genealogical sagas of the
Wangs ,t o the third g_eneration--Wang Lung's grandsons.

The

three volumes are known as the House of Earth Trilogy.
Sons (published in 1932) is about Wang Lung's three sons,
with a focus on the third one who is eventually called Wang
the Tiger. The volume opens with the father on his deathbed
and the sons looking at him but calculating at heart. After
the old man's death, his property is divided among the three
sons.

In the novel, the eldest son appears as an indolent,

pleasure-loving weakling. Wang the second becomes a crafty,
conniving, and avaricious merchant. Neither of them specially
arouses the reader's interest, and they are kept as side roles
only for assisting Wang the Tiger in his enterprises and
underscoring the decadence and narrowness into which Wang
Lung's descendants have fallen.
Occupying the center of stage is Wang the Tiger. He has
no interest in the land on which he was raised. Protesting
against his father's oppression, he leaves home for the South
to pursue a military career. In those years China's national
armed forces were

unfledged and the military vacuum was

filled by warlords, big and small,
Chapter

III

for

John

K.

around the country (see

Fairbank's

comments

on

this

So Wang the third was not going to join any

situation).

regular military service but instead throw himself into an
independent band of soldiers under a chieftain. Through his
craft and initiative, he rises to authority and is in command
of a troop. Finally Wang the Tiger sets himself and his men as
the legal and official troop contingent of that section of
North China. Now he is an established warlord--although his
power is fairly limited to a part of a province, he can tax,
conquer further territory and extend his influence.
Buck's intention in portraying Wang Lung's third son as
a warlord was clear--to exhibit another aspect of China· s
society from the angle of its military rulers who divided the
country into territories for themselves. The abandonment of
land

for

gun

by

the second

generation of

the Wangs is

meaningful in two ways: one is that social upheavals have
finally turned the peasants to other ways from sticking to
land for surviving and development; the other is concerned
with social turbulence itself, which creates heroes--as the
Chinese saying has it--who rise from grass-roots masses as
powerful military men to establish new authorities. The second
point is especially consistent with the thematic treatment in
some

Chinese

individual

classical

rivalry

for

fiction
local

that

power

describes
and

peasant's

territory

under

anarchical circumstances. As a matter of fact, Buck was the
English translator of one of such novels--Suih Hu Chuan, which
appeared under the title All Men Are Brothers
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(also see

Chapter II). B.o.na also displays phenomena that characterize
the Confucian culture. One episode highlights the importance
of ties by blood in interpersonal relationships in tradition.
Wang the Tiger, himself having no sons at that time, asks his
two elder brothers to send their own, one from each, to him so
he can train them as his confidants. Out of their brotherhood
by

blood

with him,

both of them

have complied with his

requests. The fact is that he can trust nobody else more than
"his own blood" --his nephews. In a lawless society, only blood
ties can guarantee the necessary loyalty in the military
service.
Just as The Good Earth is about a stratum of class-
peasantry--of the Chinese society, B.o.na dedicates itself to
another one--warlords. According to Paul A.Doyle,
.QQlli;l of course possesses social and
historical values as an illustration of a way
of life in China. The reader learns and
understands how warlords spring up, how they
consolidate their power and how they relate 1,o
the people, to government figures, and to
ri�al bandit chiefs. The novel also has merit
as a pointed,
ironic commentary on the
differences between generations in the same
family (55).
Yet the novel presents no well-rounded characters. Buck was
personally experienced in the life of peasants, but not in
that of warlords. Although she had a good knowledge of the
careers of some leading warlords of that time, like Feng Yu
Hsiang, as she wrote about them in a magazine article "Chinese
War Lords" (Doyle 52), she after all observed and wrote about
them at a distance. Wang the Tiger, on the one hand, lacks the
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absorbing power of Wang Lung and 0-lan, and on the other, is
dwarfed by some warlords in real life who created an aura of
the old heroic times with their legends. Feng Yu Hsiang, for
example,

who

was at one time a

Christian,

at another a

communist, and always an opponent of any government not his
own,

appealed to both intellectuals and peasants. To many

Chinese and Western readers, stories of his life would be more
interesting than the story of Wang the Tiger, who appears to
be a limited and colorless figure in comparison, although Sons
is supposed to be a concentrated and intensified epitomy of
warlords and their life in reality.
The third volume--A House Divided (published in 1935 )--of
the House of Earth Trilogy shifts to the third generation of
the Wangs--Wang the Tiger's son Yuan. By placing Yuan where
the East and West meet, Buck wanted to discuss how Western
culture affected the young Chinese in modern history. This is
a subject that has been studied by a great number of Chinese
ideologues,

sociologists and writers,

professional way.

each in his or her

The conclusion they reached varied from

person to person--depending on their own ideology and the case
for study. Even today, studies on the Western influences on
Chinese youths continue. Buck's way was creative writing. The
young Yuan lives with his father. Doubts about his father's
love for him and differences between him and his fellow
students at the military school have alienated him from his
family and school. Distressed and alone, he goes to visit the
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earthern house from which his grandfather Wang Lung started on
the road to affluence and position. In the place where he has
hoped to find peace of mind, he receives an even heavier blow
to his psyche by learning how his family is hated by the
locals:
"--But your honored father is not loved well
because he is a lord of war, and your uncles
are not loved either." ... "Sir, the people on
the land here so hated your older uncle that
he and his lady grew afraid and with their
sons they went to a coastal city to live where
foreign soldiers keep the peace, and when your
second uncle comes to collect the rents, he
comes with a band of soldiers he has hired
from the town! ... Sir, we have paid taxes ten
years ahead. This is no good place for hiding
for you, little general." (Buck, A House
Deyided 12-3)
These remarks for the first time expose the immature youth to
the intense confrontations between the rich and the poor in
rural

areas

and

finally

cut

him

from

his

grandfather's

earthern house--a symbol of traditional peasant life.
Having
father,

furiously

r·efused a marriage arranged by his

Yuan travels to Shanghai,

the most commercial and

Westernized coastal metropolis in his days, to live with his
half sister and her mother. Yuan's elder uncle's family also
lives

in

Shanghai now. Yuan,

along with his

cousins,

is

introduced to the life of fashion and comfort in the refined
circles. In this way the country boy comes in contact with
Western culture for the first time.
Buck

prepared

her

protagonist

in

the

quasi-Western

environment for a few years before totally immersing him in
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the West--by a very dramatic treatment. As Yuan is a member of
a revolutionary group, he is arrested and jailed in the round
up by the Shanghai authorities when the revolution erupts and
its armies move up from the south. Only after paying heavy
bribes are he and his cousin brother Sheng smuggled on board
a ship out of the country. They finally end up in a new land-
America. Yuan spends six years in the United States working
diligently to take a doctoral degree.

His admiration for

America's

tempered

material

disappointment

at

achievement

encountering

is

racial

by

discrimination

his
and

finding bizarre notions the Americans hold about the Chinese.
These experiences have injured his sense of nationalistic
pride. But instead of turning frustration into aspiration to
save and enliven China, he was led by vanity into the abyss of
blind national chauvinism. To him, China means the fine house
and cars in Shanghai, but never the vast rural villages in
utter destitution. He publicly contradicts a missionary who
speaks of famines in China that he has tried to escape, of the
beggars and lepers. What Yuan emphasizes is China's past--its
saint philosophers and ingenious inventors as well as many
fine elements of Chinese culture.
represent

China's

living

In summary, he wants to

contemporaries

with

their

dead

ancestors--a theory we know too well from Buck's
Chinese critic Professor Kiang. Buck reconstructed her 1930's
debates over The Good Earth with him in A House Divided, in
which the professor in real life appears as a young student in
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fiction to stress that Professor Kiang' s viewpoint was a
popular one among Chinese intellectuals.
Self-deluded by the rosy picture he has drawn of his
homeland, the American-educated Yuan returns to China only to
find the beggers and the poor who crowd around the dock. On
the trip to the inland to visit his father, he sees the same
scene of widespread squalor and indigence. Only now does he
wake up to China's reality that he has tried to ignore. As
Yuan in the twentieth century cannot entirely give himself up
to China's past nor can he adapt himself to Western culture,
he gets caught in between the two cultures. He is qualified to
stand for a

"lost"

generation of China in the first few

decades of this century after China's door was forced open to
commercial trade and cultural exchanges with the West.
Young intellecturals like Yuan, who had adopted from the
traditional education the concept that China was the central
country (as the word means in Chinese), suddenly realized the
weaknesses

of

their

country.

Anxious

to

change

China's

destiny, the late-Qing-Dynasty scholar Chang Chih-tung came up
with

a

reformist

proposition:

fundamental structure,

"Chinese

learning

for

the

Western learning for practical use"

( Fairbank and Liu 314).

This famous statement defines the

mutual relations between Chinese and Western cultures. Being
a political prescription for an ailing China, it could also
serve as a dictum for some intellectuals who had both Chinese
and Western elements in their cultural background to identify
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and position themselves. The dictum required them to preserve
Chinese

cultural

particular,

while

traditions,
they

with

remained

the

values

moral

to

open-minded

in

Western

knowledge and its application in China.
The way Buck found for Yuan to revitalize himself from
disillusionment with both Western and Chinese cultures was
actually within the frame of Chang's principle in making the
two cultures complement each other. Towards the end of the
story, he joins the civil service under a new government when
China is now on a middle ground, half way between the past and
the

future.

He,

different

from

others

by

"foreign

his

clothes," eventually fits into a position to make his Western
learning serve China. Doyle concludes Yuan's settlement to the
point,
Since he cannot surrender his tie to the past,
he must accept the people of China as they
are, acknowledge both past and present, and
look to the future with maturity and a more
balanced hope of improvements to come. (59)
A House Divided studies a Chinese mind entangled in Chinese
and Western cultures.

By choosing this subject,

Buck put

herself in comparison with many Chinese writers at home and
overseas who have produced a great number of works engaging
with

mental

example,

depth

on

the

same

subject.

Among

them,

is China's famous writer Chien Chun-shu.

for

Although

Yuan's spiritual development is logically unfolded, intensive
efforts are wanted in its introspective probing. tor instance,
we see many of his reactions, some of them radical and blunt,
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to other people; but the way he is shaped under a certain
cultural influence is not convincingly depicted.

Even his

chance to study in the United States--a significant step in
his

life--is

separately

treated

from

cultural

his

consciousness, but only as an accidental result of his escape
arranged by his relatives to save him
authorities.

from troubles with the

In a large part of the novel he appears to be

drifting in the currents of society without his own power of
will and target of life. So Yuan does not come alive as Wang
Lung or 0-lan and the events do not even invo 1 ve the reader in
the action.
Besides the novel itself, there is the problem of the
reader 1 s relish. With the setting of the story and the life of
the protagonist mostly based in Shanghai and in America, A
House Divided fails to foster a typical Chinese flavor as the
plainly rustic life in traditional rural China does in The.
Good Earth. To Western readers, the more Chinese a work is,
the

more

fascinating

it

may

be.

But

A

House

Divided

unfortunately happens to be handicapped in this respect. These
reasons

may

help

explain

why

the

novel

can

hardly

be

remembered by the readership for any characteristics in the
way it expounds the theme.
In the final analysis, .5.o.na and A House Divided fall
short of The Good Earth because they do not have the same
universal quality of timelessness,

and the same emotional

power of life and death, of success and failure. The Good
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J
Earth absorbs readers in its characters tragedy and joy. On

the part of

the author,

writing sequels to

Buck was limited in two ways in

The Good Earth. In the first place, she was

not familiar with the lives of other social strata than of the
peasantry

in

the

Chinese

society.

Secondly,

she

was

challenging herself to surpass the overwhelming success of the
first volume, a task that would baffle most writers. Weak as
they are in

fictional creation as compared with The Good

Earth, E.o.na and A House Divided completed the House of Earth
J

Trilogy that seemed to be its author s hint about the trend of
evolution

the

Chinese

society

was

undergoing--slowly

and

painfully--from traditional closure to modern openness.
By virtue of her outstanding qualifications for writing
about rural China, Buck left us with a timeless novel--The.
Good

Earth.

It

convinces

its

readers

with

cultural

authenticity in the overall picture of rural China at the turn
of this century. But as with any piece of literary work, to be
perfect in every way is unrealistic.
surprisingly,

The Good Earth,

not

containes issues that leave room for further

discussion.
One technique in the fictional design, for example, is
likely to be subject to questioning. In structure, the story
consists of two parts--the Wangs in destitution and the Wangs
in affluence. But what links the two parts, or constitutes the
watershed in the novel, is a dramatic episode in which Wang
Lung and his wife each obtains a windfall of jewelry by chance
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during the chaos of a mass looting, in which they take no
part. This treatment has intensifed the unexpectedness of the
turning point in the fate of the Wangs and played down the
initiatives and industry in the family's drive to better
themselves. As determined by its solemn themes, The Good Earth
was

not designed for entertaining.

Therefore,

instead of

adding to the thematic strengths, any episode that is not
based on the necessity of real life will work only to leave
doubts in the mind of the reader about the authenticity of the
story.
Some

characterization
credibility

of

in

episodes

other
of

Wang

the

Lung

figure.

connection
also

Wang

tend

Lung's

to

with

the

damage

the

involvement

in

concubinage is doubtlessly a reasonable practice in agreement
with the old cultural traditions.
pleasure

represents

consolidates

one

facet

our belief in his

His pursuit of sensual

of

his

reality.

personality

and

Yet Wang Lung's

relations with the two concubines--Lotus and Pear Blossom--are
to a ·certain degree abused for literary purposes at the cost
of cultural accuracy.

In the case of Lotus,

when she is

married to Wang Lung as the second wife and lives in the
Wang's house, we find that Wang Lung's eldest son often slips
into her quarters surreptitiously and the two spend hours and
hours together in private. After the scandal is reported to
Wang Lung by 0-lan, the enraged man resorts to severe beating
to punish his son and concubine who have forsaken him.
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Similar

conflict

grows

between

the

father

and

his

youngest eon, this time over the father's second concubine
Pear Blossom. Again a woman becomes the object both the father
and eon are craving at the same time. The incident triggers
the youngest son's departure from home. Perhaps Buck intended
to

emphasize

the

dissoluteness

of

Wang

Lung's

sons

by

dramatizing the role of sex in the family. But the Chinese are
traditionally conservative about sex.

She ignored the fact

that romantic conflict between father and son was a taboo in
the

Confucian

culture

whose

influence

should

not

be

underestimated during Wang Lung's days. Social opinion that
was sensitive to such amorous intrigues would also play a role
in checking their occurrence.

Indeed, cases like that were

very few, if any. Since such offense against tradition was not
a general social problem, if one unworthy son is sufficient to
be an additional touch to the fiction, the second one will
unavoidably lessen the credibility of Wang Lung as a typified
model of Chinese peasants that the author attempted to create.
In

an

overview of the story of The Good Earth,

sex

intrigues are given a conspicuous place in relating many of
its characters to each other with regard to Wang Lung. When
the dramatic effect of the story is enhanced by these events,
the cultural accuracy is neglected due to the gap between such
fictional fabrication and the cultural reality. In spite of
some cultural improprieties the story contains as a result of
authorial manipulation in emphasizing the father-son conflicts
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over women, The Good Earth itself is certainly culturally
accurate

in

the overall picture of

Chinese

life,

as

is

demonstrated in previous chapters.
Apart from the skillful thematic treatment, Buck also
features her own style in writing, which is best exhibited in
The Good Earth. A major source in Western culture that she
drew on was the writers of the Naturalistic school. Doyle
noted the use of naturalistic approach in the narrative of '.I.he.
Good Earth:
Pearl Buck has acknowledged the influence of
Zola, and i t is almost immediately evident.
Certainly The Good Earth is Naturalistic in
many ways: in its documentary approach to its
material,
in its detached and objective
presentation, in its stress on factors of
environment and heredity, in its accuracy of
setting and descriptive details, and in its
interest in impoverished and earthy people who
dwell on the lower strata of social class.
(39)
To Buck the naturalistic approach was not only a technique. It
was also a way she remained faithful to Chinese culture in her
depiction. One detail about tea-making in a different way from
what was usually done in other parts of China showed Buck's
meticulous observation and accurate description. This way was
unheard of even to one of her major Chinese critics, Professor
Kiang, who used it to accuse Buck of "misrepresentation" of
Chinese life (Doyle 44). In the novel Buck wrote:
... Wang Lung dipped some boiling water into a
bow l, and then, after a moment, he opened a
glazed jar that stood upon a ledge of the
stove and took from it a dozen or so of the
curled dried leaves and sprinkled them upon
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the surface of the water. (Buck, Earth 3)
This Chinese professor argued that to make tea, one should
pour boiling water onto tea leaves instead of the other way
round described by Buck. Later the writer pointed out that
because tea leaves were precious in the impoverished Northern
Anhui Province--the novel�s locale, so the poor made tea that
way to save tea leaves.
Another

naturalistic

effort

Buck

made

was

the

incorporation of Chinese idioms into the English expression by
literal translation to keep as much the original Chinese
flavor as possible. This aspect of her style that rendered
some expressions

"Chinglish" distinguishes her from other

English-language writers who do not know Chinese.

Such a

linguistic tendency could also indicate that she might have
first

thought

in

Chinese--her

first

language--and

then

translated what she had thought into English.
Examples of this use of language abound in her works. To
put the Chinese expression meaning "set your mind at rest" or
"feel

relieved"

into

English,

she

adopted

the

literal

translation of the two original Chinese characters--" let down"
(or "put down") and "heart"--that make up the expression as:
"Eat, good foreign devils,

and Jet down your hearts.

(Buck, Worlds 212). In a similar case, train is refered to as
"firewagon" (Buck, Earth 64), also a word-for-word translation
of the two Chinese characters--"fire" and "wagon"--for train,
because the steam-locomotive first became known to the Chinese
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as "the wagon that burns on coal." As a psychological effect,
this literal translation of language would give the Western
audience a sense of exotic feeling about the country Buck
described.
In a general view, The Good Earth followed the style of
the Chinese narrative sagas that emphasize storytelling. The
pace is usually slow in the novel, especially in the lengthy
sentences with repitition of words. Yet with quietness and
leisure details are provided to demonstrate the theme in a
serious way. Unlike Western novels that tend more to achieve
well-rounded characters by exploring their minds, this style
of Chinese narrative focuses on the acts of characters to tell
a story. As the narrative of what the characters do rather
than think is th1=: primary approach to characterization,

a

successful use of this style can result in clearly perceptible
images of fictional figures who are projected by the story
itself. Wang Lung is exactly a character projected by his
story.

His

timeless

image

gives
J

a

material

form

artistry and persuasion of Buck s writing style.
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to

the

Chapter VI:
Conclusion
In

conclusion,

influential

China's

"China writer"

of

reconsideration

is a significant event.

this
A fair

judgement of the controversy over Pearl Buck can be made only
by examining what she has contributed to the Chinese people.
As we know, the bulk of the canon of Buck's sixty-odd books,
fiction and non-fiction, is on or about China. For a nation
like

China

with

a

brilliant

civilization

and

cultural

tradition but limitedly known to the rest of the world due to
historical reasons, her works opened a window on its mystery
shrouded past and present. Curiosity about and misinformation
on China have given rise to misunderstanding and even false
impressions of the nation and its culture. Pearl Buck devoted
all her life to fostering a cultural understanding of China
from the Western point of view. Through the dozens of books
that covered many facets of Chinese life and strata of social
class over decades of turbulence in China's modern history,
she tried to describe the reality and dispel wrong impressions
of China.
Buck

was

an

excessively prolific

writer.

During her

forty-year-long writing career, she authored an average of one
to two books each year.

At this extraordinarily fast rate,

some of her "China novels" were created with less artistic
sophistication

than

others

and the repetitive themes and

characterization overlapping each other lost some audience.

Among others, these factors led to a drop of critical interest
in her after her award of the Nobel Prize in 1938.
But

unaffected by this decline,

The Good Eartb--the

representative piece of her China fiction--has remained as
popular as ever.

Much has. been said of this novel in this

thesis. The first thing about the novel we should keep in mind
is this fact: it is The Good Earth that shortened the distance
between the Chinese and the American peoples and promoted
American understanding of China. Since the book was aimed at
an American audience rather than a Chinese one, its social
effects

should

perspective.

To

be

at

surveyed

those

least

Chinese who

from

an

American

deny the book for its

failure to meet the criteria that they themselves set for it
and its author, American scholar Carl Van Doren�s appraisal of
the book is the best answer: in "the United States, which had
a specially friendly liking for China, The Good Earth for the
first time made the Chinese seem as familiar as neighbor.
Pearl Buck had added to American fiction one of its largest
provinces" (Doren 353). The point is evident: this novel is an
active impetus to understanding Chinese society. The social
effect of The Good Earth in America is Pearl Buck's primary
contribution to the Chinese people.
Yet Buck�s contribution to the Chinese people goes beyond
her efforts as a writer. As a social activist, for example,
Buck

showed

support

for

her

moral compassion

China

during

its
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and sponsored financial

resistance war

against the

Japanese aggression in Wor-d W

I

h

ra hy

f Buck

Pearl Buck
written by Nora Stirling includee this record: " ...
uence, she
•t'1es. Usin
· g her considerable infl
•
h ad her own priori
nor
fo unded the China Emergency Relief Committee headed by Elea
Roosevelt to raise money for medical supplies" ( Stirling 201).

Her emotional commitment to the Chinese people did not only
exist in fictional creation but also in real life.

her works
Despite the fact that evaluations of Buck and

may vary from source to source, she as a symbol of cultural
link between the East and the West was already established in
history. This fact is well realized by the Americans, for, as
Nora stirling noted,
The news of Pearl Buck's death made the
front page and picture stories in The New York
Times and most major newspapers, usually
followed by an inside story on her life and
Nixon
sent
President
his
achievements.
a human bridge
condolence s, calling her
between the civilizations of the East and
West... a great artist and a sensitive and
compassionate human being." (330)
Pearl Buck was also honored on her centennial birthday by her
alma

mater

Virginia.

Randolph-Macon
To

mark

the

Woman's

occasion,

College
American

in

Lynchburg,

scholars

and

professors and the Pearl Buck Foundation chiefs, as well as
·
two scholarP.
- from Chi'na, convened in
March 1992 for a
symposium on her life and works. American respe
ct for this
writer finally converged into a sentimental feedback to China.
China's 1980's policy of reform and opening drew more
American tourists to Zhenj iang City, where
Buck spent her·
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from
As recalled by Hsu He-ping, a travel agent
th at c ity, "many of them asked me to give them information or
ch ildhood.

sto ries about Pearl ,...
u. Buck" (Hsu 20), but he and other
r es iden ts of that city knew nothing about her. Afterwar·ds,
visitors from the Pearl Buck Foundation ( established in 1964')
accelerated the renovation of her old residence into the
"Zhe njiang Friendship House" in her honor.
This local restoration of Buck in the tourist industry
developed at last into a national re-examination of the writer
in

literature.

The

1991

Zhengjiang

Symposium

on

Buck

immediately caught international attention. Hsu He-ping, also
one of its sponsors, recounted:
It was the first symposium to assess her
historically and objectively, since she has
been controversial in China. Hence, it was
broadly reported by Chinese and foreign news
agencies. They commented that "the symposium
ie of much benefit to the reassessment of
Pearl S. Buck and to the promotion of Chinese
American cultural exchanges." (Hsu 20)
International news media hailed the symposium, in the first
place, of course, for the late arrival of a reassessment of
Buck in China that she most deserves. More importantly, the
symposium that reminded China and America of their cultural
ties in the past could certainly help offset the shadows left
by their misunderstanding in the present. It is in this sense
that Pearl Buck is again drawing the two countries closer in
the 1990's.
For China, a friendly interpretatio
n of Buck may bring
more visitors to her childhood home.
But after the prolonged
59

---discontinuation of the presence of her novels, Pearl Buck is
now

a

totally unheard name

to almost two generations of

Chinese. Buck once again faces the old puzzle that had upset
her more than half a century ago--how will the Chinese receive
her Picture of a section of Chinese life in modern history?
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